In short, SSD™350 perfects the laundry container concept with easy shelf access, true portability, and remarkable durability. SSD™350 is a facility-friendly clothing distribution system that substantially reduces the labor hours and effort associated with the distribution and collection of protective clothing. In fact, the labor savings alone can easily pay for the SSD™350 system.
Innovative PC Shipping, Storage and Delivery

Large, Yet Portable:
- 57 cubic foot capacity (24”Deep x 60” Wide x 64” Tall).
- Holds 15 bags of used PCs, or 350 folded coveralls.
- Organizes small items for easy access.
- Passes through standard door openings.

Labor-Friendly:
- Moves 15 bags at a time.
- Eliminates labor required to transfer items from shipping container to laundry shelves.
- Eliminates need to individually tag and move used PC bags through the RCA.
- Labor savings can easily pay for the SSD™350 system.
- Reduces back injuries by eliminating the need to lift tons of laundry annually.

Rugged and Durable:
- 3,000 pound capacity
- Heavy duty tube steel, powder coated epoxy base designed to hold up to rough handling.
- Wheels that swivel and lock make container handling easy.
- Fork pockets prevent tipping during loading/unloading.
- Welded insert to prevent separation of base from rack.
- Includes restraining device to prevent items from shifting during transport.

Minimizes Radwaste:
- Materials are shipped ready to use.
- No string, plastic wrap, tags, tape or plastic bags needed.
- Tube steel easily decontaminated.

How Many Racks are Needed?:
A 40 foot Sealand container will hold 24 racks. If you ship full semitrucks with L-59 containers or full Sealand containers (300 bags/shipment) you should order a minimum of 72 racks (3 times the per shipment quantity).

For more information, contact your UniTech Account Manager or the UniTech Plant Manager servicing your facility.

Value and Quality in Protective Clothing Programs!